What is Y (4260)?
¢ A resonance observed in initial-state radiation process e + e − → (γ IR )π + π − J/ψ Babar collab., PRL 95 (2005) e − e + γ J/ψ Why DD is suppressed for 1 −− ?
Similar results for charge conjugation and D s states.
¢ Decays to DD are suppressed by the total spin conservation. ¢ Decays to D ( * )D * (in P-wave) are forbidden by the spacial sum-rule. ¢ Decays to D * * D( * ) are actually allowed (−→ I will discuss about this later on...).
Selection rule for hybrid decays
Spacial symmetry forbids (l g , l cc , s cc )=(1, 0, 0) decaying into any two S-wave final states.
¢ The proof of this selection rule using the chromo-harmonic model, see e.g.
A. Le Yaouanc, L. Oliver, O. Pene, J. C. Raynal and S. Ono, Z. Phys. C (1985) (−→ I will present a simple demonstration.)
The solution of the Schrödinger Equation yields:
where the lower index i = cc, g represents the c −c system and gluon-cc system, respectively. The radial part of the solutions are obtained as: Large string tension between cc and g −→ two color-octet!
